ANGER FOOT

ASS KICKER'S HANDBOOK
ANGER FOOT is a lightning fast first-person booter where the only things harder than your ass-kicking feet are the ass-kicking beats. Here's some useful intel to get you started...
SHIT CITY. Never has there been a worse pit of crime and degeneracy. On these mean streets, EVERYONE is in a GANG, and there’s only one rule: CRIME is the LAW. A harsh and cruel place, sure, but also the perfect stomping ground for ANGER FOOT.

The city is run by the four biggest GANGS...

THE VIOLENCE GANG are a ruthless crew of muggers and thieves. THE POLLUTION GANG are the filthiest thugs in town. THE BUSINESS GANG are slick hustlers and corporate fraudsters. THE DEBAUCHERY GANG are the unholiest of hedonists. And all these goons answer to the CRIME MINISTER, who sits at the very tip top of the slippery criminal ladder.
SPONSORED BY

LUXURY CRIME WEAR

FRESH CHEESY PIZZA
ONLY AT GROCERY STORE
Listen up, fool. Every level in ANGER FOOT has a set of OPTIONAL CHALLENGES. But just 'cause they’re optional doesn’t mean you should sleep on ‘em. If you take the time to complete these CHALLENGES, not only will it be an impressive display of skill, but you’ll also unlock the greatest prize of all: SNEAKERS.

Every pair of SNEAKERS has unique POWERS that can dramatically change how the game plays.

The more SNEAKERS you unlock, the more varied and interesting ANGER FOOT becomes. Experiment with footwear to dive deep into the combat.
If you’re gonna survive on the streets of SHIT CITY, you’re gonna need some killer SNEAKERS. Here are the shoes you can unlock and the super special ass-kicking POWERS wearing them will let you unleash on the gangs.

**SNEAKER VAULT**

**UPPERCUTTERS**
Imagine an uppercut, like the one boxers do, but with your feet. You’ve just imagined this shoe’s power: a foot uppercut.

**SCAVENGERS**
“Live. Loot. Loathe”
Strap these bullet-adorned canvas sneakers on and killing enemies will replenish your ammo supply.

**BRAIN EXPANDERS**
“Big brain booties”
These chunky boots will make enemies’ heads grow to immense proportions, making headshots a breeze.

**STRAIGHT SHOOTERS**
“Shoddy, but true”
These shoes come with special goggles that grant you a clear headshot.

**BLADE RUNNERS**
“Sharpened to the bone”
With these shoes, your feet become deadly blades, allowing you to slice through enemies with ease.

**WIND WALKERS**
“Feet of grace”
These shoes allow you to run at incredible speeds, bypassing obstacles and enemies alike.
SOUL SUCKERS
“Kill to live”
Gives you a large amount of health that rapidly degenerates, but that can be fully refilled by killing an enemy.

DETONATORS
“A grand entrance”
Kicking doors in is fun enough, but kick one with the Detonators equipped and the flying door will explode on impact.

SLIDE KICKERS
“Put your foot down”
With these garish green shoes on your feet you can pull off a super powerful, and super cool-looking, slide kick.

CHARGERS
“Kick through it all”
Hold kick to build up a fast, long distance charge kick that blows through enemies and doors like a leather whirlwind.

HOLY SANDALS
“Miracles do happen”
These humble sandals may not look like much, but they’ll resurrect you once after death and let you walk on liquids.

REVENGERS
“Make sure they’re dead”
When you kick a goon with these equipped, their body will explode after a short time. Talk about kicking ‘em while they’re down.
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With these on, Anger Foot is immune to fire and explosion damage, and gets extra propulsion from rocket jumps.

**Guaranteed flame resistance**

**FLASH KICKERS**

Jump and kick for a series of blistering rapid kicks and a short burst of flight. Plus, lightning bolts look cool.

**Kick up a storm**

**SKILETTOS**

“Leave onlookers stunned”

Regular bullets will only stun enemies while wearing these stunners, but thrown weapons will kill them instantly.

**Leave onlookers stunned**

**STILETTOS**

**GAMBLERS**

“Switch up your style”

Whenever you kill a goon with these on they’ll drop a random weapon that you can use against their buddies.

**Switch up your style**

**FLOATIES**

“Feel like you’re floating away”

These practical rubber clogs aren’t just for line cooks. Slip ’em on and the gravity in a level will be reduced to zero.

**Feel like you’re floating away**

**SIZE THREES**

**GAMBLERS**

“Small but mighty”

Tiny, tiny baby shoes. So small. So petite. Wear these and Anger Foot’s height will be dramatically reduced.

**Small but mighty**

**FIREFIGHTERS**

“Guaranteed flame resistance”

With these on, Anger Foot is immune to fire and explosion damage, and gets extra propulsion from rocket jumps.
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Wield these time-tinkering sneakers and when you kick down a door, time will slow down like in that one movie. "There's no rush"

Kicked trash-sniffing flies become allied with Anger Foot, and buzz around enemies causing them distress. Gangs hate bugs. "Pretty fly"

Slide while moving, and suffer greatly reduced accuracy. BUT you can drink beers to sober up and shoot straighter. "We're all drunk and incompetent"

Every weapon's bullet behaves like a shotgun shell, giving even a standard pistol multiple blasts per shot. "Shotguns are just better"

Gives Anger Foot a short burst of rage when doors are kicked, providing faster movement and attack speed. "Stay mad, kick harder"

Circus sounds and confetti explode around you, while enemies deflate and fly around when killed like pathetic balloons. "The shoes of a clown"

Wield these time-tinkering sneakers and when you kick down a door, time will slow down like in that one movie. "There's no rush"

Kicked trash-sniffing flies become allied with Anger Foot, and buzz around enemies causing them distress. Gangs hate bugs. "Pretty fly"

Slide while moving, and suffer greatly reduced accuracy. BUT you can drink beers to sober up and shoot straighter. "We're all drunk and incompetent"
Futuristic jet-powered sneakers, like we’ll all be wearing in the year 3000. Hold the jump button to fly around for a bit.

“Flight’s not only for the birds”

Retro screen effects and a health bar (with no HP regen) takes you back to the golden era of shooters.

“They don’t make ‘em like they used to”

There’s no ‘best’ shoe in ANGER FOOT. Their individual powers all change the gameplay in wild, unique ways. Like a real sneaker, find the ones that suit your own personal style. 
Just because **Anger Foot** is the ass-kickingest dude in Shit City doesn't mean he doesn't need a helping hand from time to time. Peep these accessibility options.

**NEVER DIE**
You can also select the Never Die option from the same dropdown menu. Activate this and Anger Foot will never succumb to his injuries, no matter how much of a beating he takes.

**WEAPON HIGHLIGHT**
When a weapon falls on the floor after being dropped by an enemy, this option will highlight it: either with a glow or glows AND sparkles. This makes them much easier to spot.

**VISUAL EFFECTS**
In Gameplay Options you can reduce camera shake and recoil with a pair of sliders, disable flashing lights, turn off blood, and more to ensure you're having the best experience for you.

**AUTO AIM**
If you need a helping foot when it comes to the game's gun-based combat, you can enable auto aim to give you the edge. The strength of this can also be tweaked to suit your style.

**ASSIST MODE**
Easier enemies? Easier bosses? Or just easier everything? Select your preferred option from the Assist Mode dropdown in Gameplay Options.
Lung Busters
Extra Smog Vapes

SHARK LOANS
Blood is more profitable than water